We present an approach for the generation of components for a software renovation factory. These components are generated from a context-free grammar de nition that recognizes the code that has to be renovated. We generate analysis and transformation components that can be instantiated with a speci c transformation or analysis task. We apply our approach to COBOL and we discuss the construction of realistic software renovation components using our approach.
Introduction
Software engineers are faced with serious problems when dealing with the renovation of large amounts of legacy code. Manual approaches are not feasible, in general, both due to the amount of code and since it is usually unreliable to renovate by hand. Nowadays, it is more and more recognized that a factory-like approach to renovate legacy code is a sensible paradigm 11]. Before we can use such a factory we need to construct its components. Since there are many and diverse renovation tasks for a myriad of languages and their dialects, there are as many components imaginable. These components should preferably be reliable, maintainable, reusable, and easy to construct. So, in our opinion, there is a need for a construction technique of components that are necessary in software renovation factories. In this paper we propose a method to generate such components from the context-free grammar that recognizes the code that has to be renovated (in 7] a method is discussed to obtain grammars from legacy code). Due to our generative approach and the presence of a grammar the components are reliable, maintainable, maximally reusable, and their implementation is usually measured in minutes rather than hours. At the time of writing this paper we are in a preliminary phase to design a software renovation factory to restructure legacy code from a large nancial company and we are using the methods we report on in this paper to construct its components.
We think of a software renovation factory as the batch oriented transformation of massive amounts of code (see Figure 1) . Roughly, such code is processed in three phases. First, the code is translated by a parser into an annotated abstract syntax tree. Then the annotated abstract syntax tree is manipulated, e.g. transformed or restructured, according to the desired renovation strategy. Finally, an unparser translates the abstract syntax tree back to text. So, parsers, transformations, and unparsers form the main parts of a software renovation factory. Parsing and unparsing components can be obtained by powerful techniques: they can be generated from the context-free grammar of the language to be parsed or unparsed. Lex and Yacc 15, 19] are well-known examples of a scanner generator and a parser generator, respectively. For the generation of unparsers from a context-free grammar we refer to 8]. The front-end and back-end of a software renovation factory can thus be generated. We will show that it is also possible to generate the other components of a software renovation factory.
The formalisms Asf and Sdf 3, 10, 13] and their support environment the Asf+Sdf Meta- Environment 17] have been used to generate programming environments from a context-free grammar. This includes the generation of, parsers, unparsers, structured editors, etc. Sdf stands for syntax de nition formalism and can be used to de ne a context-free grammar. Asf means algebraic speci cation formalism and can be used to de ne arbitrary behaviour over a given grammar. For example, the syntax and semantics of a programming language can be de ned using Sdf and Asf, respectively. We will use the same technology to generate components for software renovation factories from a given context-free grammar. The generic techniques we use to do this are similar to the ones that were used to construct an unparser generator, see 8] . For more information on connections between reengineering and generic language technology we refer to 6]. To give the reader an idea why it is possible to generate components for software renovation factories we will give some intuition. For the functions generated by a parser generator the result type is always an abstract syntax tree, for the unparser functions the result type is text, for an occurrence testing component it is a Boolean, for a software metric component it is a (natural) number, for a restructuring component the input type equals the result type, and so on.
We discuss the various ways of constructing components for a software renovation factory. Given a speci c renovation problem in a speci c language for which a component has to be developed, several approaches are possible to construct the component. We introduce the following abbreviations LP, LS, PP, and PS standing for language parameterized, language speci c, problem parameterized, and problem speci c, respectively. The classical way of constructing a component for a given problem in a given language is handcrafted construction of the component, that is, the LS-PS approach. A serious problem in renovation is that every new customer uses a new dialect so the component has to be re-implemented. A more generative approach can solve that problem. Known generic examples are LP-PS components: parser generators 15, 19] and unparser generators 8], which take the language as a parameter. We are not aware of LS-PP components in the literature. We discuss them in this paper: generic components for COBOL which can be instantiated for a speci c problem, e.g., local transformations like scope termination transformations and global transformations like current date transformations (see Section 3). Examples of LP-PP components are generic component generators that can be instantiated with a speci c problem in a speci c language to obtain a component solving the speci c problem. This approach is also new. Next, we will give the reader an idea of this approach.
The LP-PP approach to construct a component is depicted in Figure 2 . In this gure we assume the presence of so-called input code in some input language and some given reengineering problem, for instance, an analysis or a transformation task. The gure describes a method to obtain components to perform the reengineering task. First we use a generator that takes the grammar parameter as input. This generator generates a generic component that can be instantiated with the speci c problem thus obtaining the component that we need to solve the given problem. We have four grammars: one that recognizes the input code, one that recognizes the output code, one that reconizes both, and one that recognizes the results of an analysis. Recognition of code is expressed with the asymmetric open arrows. A component that transforms input code into output code should understand both grammars, in order to be able to combine transformation components sequentially. This is expressed in Figure 2 by the merge operator. Note that the implementation should be able to merge grammars in a convenient way without having reduce/reduce and shift/reduce con icts, so Lex+Yacc approaches are not always satisfactory. We do not have these problems, since we use generalized LR parsing that can handle general contextfree grammars. Thus, we obtain a merged grammar: the I/O grammar that understands both the input and output code. Given this merged grammar a generator generates a generic code transformer. A component that performs an analysis should have knowledge of the input code and the types in which the data is presented, for instance, a Boolean value or a (natural) number. So, the analyzer generator takes as arguments the input grammar and the result data type to generate the generic analysis functions. Now we come to the PP part: for a speci c reengineering task, say a transformation or an analysis, we can instantiate the generic components to obtain a speci c component that implements the reengineering task. This instantiation consists of instantiating the non predictable parts of the component. In this way we can generate the various components that are necessary in a software renovation factory. An, in our opinion, very important consequence of the LP PP approach is that the generated components are maximally reusable and thus easily maintainable. We sketched the situation in Figure 3 . In fact, components consist of a shared part that is generated from a grammar G containing the generic rules and usually small handcrafted parts C 1 ; : : : ; C n containing problem speci c rules. Now suppose that we want to reuse the components C 1 ; : : : ; C n in a different dialect G 0 . Then we usually only have to regenerate the generated part and we do not have to modify any of the handcrafted parts. We will give an extensive example of this in Section 2.3.
We will explain in Section 2 our generic approach, in Section 3 we will apply it to COBOL, in Section 4 we will discuss implementation details, and in Section 5 we draw some conclusions.
Related Work
In 12] we can nd a control-ow normalization tool for COBOL74 developed using the TAMPR system 4] { this is a general purpose program transformation system. With the use of REFINE 20] it is also possible to develop com- ponents for software renovation. With the TXL transformation system 9] it is also possible to construct software renovation components. All these systems share the property that the transformations are coded by hand. We propose a method to generate them from a given context-free grammar. One of the bene ts of our approach is that we can reuse components for di erent dialects whereas in the above cases the components have to be rewritten. The techniques we use to generate traversal functions to be used by the transformation and analysis components are similar to those to generate unparsers described in 8]. In attribute grammars 1] an implicit tree traversal function is present. It is comparable to our generated traversal functions. Since they are implicit it is not possible to manipulate syntax trees so it is di cult to express program transformations using that technology. Higher order attribute grammars 21] is an extended form of attribute grammars in which the traversal functions are no longer implicit. In principle, we think that it should be possible to implement our generic approach using higher order grammars. We have not seen any publication that discusses the generic construction of components.
Generic Components
It is feasible to generate analysis and transformation components, when the result types of the functions which implement these components are known in advance. In this section we describe the generation of these two types of generic components, we describe how to instantiate them, and we pay attention to their reusability.
Generating Generic Components
As we already announced in the introduction we are able to generate generic components of various types. In Figure 2 we depicted two such generic components: a generic code transformer and a generic code analyzer. Let us make clear that we think of program transformation as a batch oriented process and not as an interactive process. In this section we will give some details on how to generate generic components.
Just as with parser generators and unparser generators it is possible to develop generators for reengineering purposes. Given a grammar in some syntax de nition formalism, say Sdf 13], we are able to generate a generic code transformer and a generic code analyzer. These generated generic components consist of a collection of functions capable of recursively traversing a syntax tree. In our case they are either geared towards being instantiated with a speci c code transformation problem or are precooked to perform a speci c analysis task.
Next, we will explain how the generation process works by giving an example of an abstract grammar rule and showing the output of both the transformer and the analyzer generator. Then we will give a more elaborate example.
Suppose we have the following (abstract) context-free grammar rule in Sdf-style: L1 S1 L2 S2 L3 -> S3 Where L1, L2, L3 stand for literals or keywords like begin, end, or if. S1, S2, S3 are nonterminals, for example, declaration, statement, or program. In BNF-style the rule would be: S3 ::= L1 S1 L2 S2 L3. In the next two paragraphs we give a short characterization of both generic components and their generated output of the above grammar rule.
Generic Code Transformer We generate traversal functions for a given grammar. Their purpose can be language migration, dialect conversion, code restructuring, etc.
For each grammar rule we generate one Asf equation (we recall that Asf 3] stands for algebraic speci cation formalism). We note that functions in algebraic formalisms are de ned by means of equations. See Section 4 for more details on the underlying implementation. So we generate for the context-free grammar rule presented above the following Asf equation:
Where T S3 is the top traversal function and T S1 and T S2 are traversal functions for the body. Moreover, var S1 is a variable representing the subtree with root S1, var S2 a variable for the subtree S2 and Attr* a variable which represents a list of attributes which may contain values needed for speci c transformations such as the introduction of new variables. Note that in this situation we leave the keywords (L1-3) untouched and that the traversal function traverses the abstract syntax tree. In fact, T_S3 is suggestive syntax: the _S3 is a post x operator and T is a variable (of type TRANSFORM for which we must substitute some function name. By instantiating this variable we construct the actual components, as we will see in Section 2. Concrete Example Now we give a more elaborate example that serves as a running example for the remainder of this section. Consider the following simple production rules representing a language called Cat:
-> EXP context-free syntax STAT -> SERIES STAT ";" SERIES -> SERIES ID ":=" EXP -> STAT "if" EXP "then" SERIES "else" SERIES "fi" -> STAT "while" EXP "do" SERIES "od" -> STAT
As can be seen from the lexical syntax, Cat contains the layout symbols space, newline, and tab. Identi ers are uppercase characters mixed with numbers. We have just one expression dog in Cat. The generated output of the generic code analyzer is a module called A-Cat containing the following equations: We see that seven Asf equations are generated. We generate for each grammar rule one Asf equation, except for the layout production rules since this sort is not in the abstract syntax tree to be analyzed. Consider, for instance equation 5] , its left-hand side consists of the function name A_STAT and three arguments, the operator variable, the data variable, and the assignment statement. The nonterminals in the assignment statement are translated to function calls in the right-hand side of the equation. This right-hand side consists of a function applied to the lefthand side of the assignment, an application of the operator Op, and a function applied to the right-hand side of the assignment. The operator Op connects the parts of the righthand side. In the next section we will show how to obtain an actual component from this generic one.
Instantiating Generic Components
The construction of components which perform reengineering tasks is rather straightforward when using our approach. It consists of two phases. Modifying the generated functions, and instantiating the variables in the generated functions. We will show this using the example above, and then we will show that the actual component is maximally reusable. Note that in Section 3 we will discuss several useful components which can be integrated in a renovation factory that have been constructed in the same way.
Our target is to construct a component for the language in the above concrete example. It counts the number of assignment statements in the code. This means that we overwrite equation 5] , which is responsible for the generic analysis of assignments, by substituting cnt for A and replacing the right hand side of the equation by 1. We import the generic analysis functions of module A-Cat, state that cnt is a term of sort ANALYSE, which implies that cnt will make use of the generic equations of module A-Cat. This results in a component which can count the number of assignments in Cat programs. Of course, this is an arti cial example, but it shows exactly what has to be done in order to construct an actual component. The construction of transformation components can be done in a similar way. We treat more examples of analyzers and transformations in Section 3.
Reusability
Next we will show that our approach is maximally reusable. That is, we can completely reuse the component as long as the grammar of the new language does not a ect the part of the original grammar on which the component is working.
To show what we mean we de ne a language Dog, which is a dialect of Cat.
-> STAT "foreach" ID "=" EXP "to" EXP "do" SENT -> SENT Note that only the production rule ID ":=" EXP -> STAT is the same both in Cat and Dog. Although the sorts ID, EXP, STAT occur in both languages, they are not the same. In fact, we have other layout (no tabs allowed), di erent identi ers (no numbers allowed), disjoint expressions (cat instead of dog), di erent statements (no if, no while but print and foreach), and no series of statements separated by a semi-colon, but sentences ending in a dot. Since the grammars for Cat and Dog share one production rule we still call Dog a dialect of Cat.
Now we show that we can reuse the assignment counter for the Dog dialect of Cat. This is possible since the grammar of Dog does not a ect the part of Cat on which the assignment counter is working. All other parts di er. This is not a problem since all the equations over these parts are automatically generated. The generated output of the generic code analyzer is a module called A-Dog containing the equations: We only have to tell the component that is should import the generic functions generated for Dog. We do this by changing the import section of the counter: Of course, this example is arti cial but it shows that when dealing with substantially di erent dialects of a language, we can still reuse components that have handcrafted parts on shared constructions.
3 Generating COBOL Reengineering Components
We will apply the approach that we proposed to construct reengineering components from a COBOL grammar. This COBOL grammar is based on real legacy code, see 7] for more details. We will show how to construct COBOL reengineering components from the generated generic components. More precisely, we will discuss a number of real life components that are useful in restructuring COBOL code and we discuss components to migrate COBOL74 code to COBOL85 code. So, we distinguish components to analyze, components to restructure, and components to migrate. We use analysis components to decide whether or not certain migration or restructuring components should be activated, e.g., if the COBOL74 special register CURRENT-DATE does not appear in the code, it is not necessary to perform a CURRENT-DATE transformation. What all these components have in common is that they are generated and that their speci cation is straightforward using the methods discussed in Section 2.2. The e ort to construct them is usually measured in minutes rather than hours. Moreover, they are maximally reusable. In Section 3.1 we will discuss the construction of two simple components, in Section 3.2 we will describe a restructuring which inserts missing END-IF in COBOL code. In Section 3.3 a migration component which deals with the CURRENT-DATE transformation is discussed and in Section 3.4 we compare the e ort when constructing components from scratch or using our generic approach.
Two Simple Components
We will rst treat two simple components: a restructuring component and a migration component. In the next subsections we will discuss two more complex restructuring and migration components.
We discuss a component that restructures a MOVE CORR statement with more than one receiving eld into separate MOVE Where frightg indicates that the binary operator THEN is right associative. Therefore, it is not necessary to process the var_Stat1 subtree in the right-hand sides. Recursively, the statements which form a sentence or a list of statements are processed and if a THEN connector is found it is removed. Example We will show how mct and rth process the following code fragment and why it is useful to transform and migrate in this way.
MOVE CORR A TO B C D. --mct--> MOVE CORR A TO B THEN MOVE CORR A TO B MOVE CORR A TO C THEN --rth--> MOVE CORR A TO C MOVE CORR A TO D.
MOVE CORR A TO D.
First, we see that mct transforms the COBOL74 code into COBOL74 code with a statement connector. Then rth removes the statement connectors. We use an extra phase because we want to keep components as simple as possible. It is possible to equip mct with the extra functionality so it could make from one statement an arbitrary number of statements, which is in this example from one to three, however this would make the component more complicated. We have expressed the above rules in the context-free grammar. Let us rst explain that conditional expressions in COBOL85 dialects come in three avors: the good, the bad, and the ugly. The good ones use the explicit scope terminator END-IF (rule a). The bad ones come in nested conditional COBOL constructs and seem, due to the nature of the implicit scope termination rules, to be incomplete (rule b). The expression IF L-exp Stat1 ELSE Stat2 is an example of a bad conditional. The ugly ones are terminated with a separator period (rule c).
We explain the grammar fragment below. Since also normal statements can occur in the body of an IF statement, we rst created a nonterminal called Cond-body 
Note that the above context-free grammar rules are only a selection of a complete context-free grammar de nition of COBOL in Sdf. An example of a code fragment that can be parsed by the above grammar fragment and that contains all three conditional avors is the slight-slot program in Figure 4 ; we indicated the three possible IF statements in there, with good, bad, and ugly tags. Now we can discuss the transformation component that turns bad and ugly conditionals into good ones; we call it aei for \add END-IF". It is the component that inserts an END-IF at the appropriate places.
We have to adapt three of the generated generic equations. This is not surprising, since we have three places in the grammar where an END-IF is missing and an implicit scope terminator takes care of the scope of the IF statement. They are the one that de nes Bad-cond (that one misses an explicit scope terminator) and the two that take care of the separator period (they use a dot as terminator instead of an END-IF). Furthermore, we need an auxiliary function that removes a separator period from a sentence; it is called rsp which stands for \remove separator period". In Figure 4 we have depicted a COBOL program that displays slight or slot depending on the value of X. Next to it we see the result of its transformation with aei. Let us brie y discuss how aei processes the input program so that the above de nition of aei becomes clear.
We recall that all the aei equations are generated and that only a few of them are overruled. First, the generated function aei_Program is applied to the example program. Via the generated traversal functions we will reach the relevant parts of the code for aei where it will perform the desired transformation. Suppose we arrived at the ugly IF in this way. Then we recognize that this piece of code is a COBOL sentence. It matches with equation 3] . This results in removing the separator period by rsp and then adding END-IF followed by a separator period, see Figure 4 . We continue with the remaining construction inside the ugly IF. This happens to be a Cond-body consisting of a Stat and a Bad-cond. On a simple Stat the function aei is the identity. We arrive at the bad conditional: on the Bad-cond it is not the identity: we changed that one by hand. According to rule 1] it will add an END-IF and will continue with the inside of the second IF. In the body of that IF we nd a simple statement and a good conditional, which is also a statement. Now the body of that conditional is examined. Since the body consists of only two simple statements we are done.
01 X PIC 9 VALUE 1. 01 X PIC 9 VALUE 1. 
A Migration Component
In this section we will discuss a migration component with more advanced functionality than the rth component. This migration component transforms the OS/VS COBOL CURRENT-DATE special register to the special register DATE that is supported by both OS/VS COBOL and COBOL/370. We recall that CURRENT-DATE has the 8-byte alphanumeric format MM/DD/YY which is a common way of representing month, day, and year. DATE has the 6-byte alphanumeric format YYMMDD which is more geared towards comparison of dates. CURRENT-DATE is allowed as sending eld in a MOVE statement; DATE is only valid as sending eld in an ACCEPT statement. We have to deal with two issues for this component. First, we have to take care of the incompatible formats of the special registers and, second, we have to take care of the actual transformation of certain MOVE statements into ACCEPT statements. But before we can migrate, we rst need to know if input source needs a CURRENT-DATE transformation at all. Therefore, we construct a component that analyzes a program and returns true if CURRENT-DATE occurs in it. We will rst discuss this component and then the transformation component.
The component cda (CURRENT-DATE analyzer) checks whether or not CURRENT-DATE occurs in a program. Next we display the overruled equations for cda. We will use cda in the de nition of the cdt component (this stands for CURRENT-DATE transformer). Before we display its equations, we discuss a way to perform the CURRENT-DATE transformation, we do this using the example program depicted in Figure 5 .
The input program is the program on the left in Figure 5 with / omitted. This programs displays the current date as day, month, and year separately. One possible solution, proposed in 14], is to change the PIC string of TMP by making it X (6) and to change MOVE CURRENT-DATE into an ACCEPT statement. This is expressed in the same program by the statements preceded with the comment marker / instead of the original ones marked with * comment markers. This solution breaks down as soon as TMP is used in a context assuming the original format X (8) . H-DATE is such a context. The output of today (04/14/97) yields DAY = 41, MONTH = 97, and YEAR = which is wrong: there is no day 41 and the YEAR eld is empty. The cdt component returns the above right-hand side program. It introduces a fresh variable F-Date to store DATE in its (fresh) sub elds: F-YY, F-MM, F-DD. Subsequently, we simulate the format of CURRENT-DATE by using the STRING statement. In this way the format of TMP is exactly the same as before the migration so the above problem will not arise.
Next, we discuss the construction of cdt. It has four equations. This is done to keep the number of statements a constant while transforming (see Section 3.1 for details).
Of course, cdt is not awless: in order to migrate automatically, we have to know that the variables are fresh, so we have to check that with an analyzer. If there are nonfresh variables, we should make them fresh automatically. We will not describe this component since the scope of this paper is not to design a software renovation factory but to show how to generate its components. We are aware of the aws of cdt and we can construct a cdt that is more sophisticated with the methods described in this paper.
Let us conclude this section with the remark that a component that takes care of the transformation of the OS/VS COBOL TIME-OF-DAY special register to the COBOL/370 TIME special register can be constructed analogously.
Handcrafted Versus Generated
In this section we will give the reader an indication of the e ort it takes to conventionally construct components versus our generative approach. We took the components that we presented in Section 3 as a point of departure. We constructed the components that we generated in this paper also by hand in order to compare our approach with a conventional method. We expressed the amount of e ort in the number of equations we had to specify in Asf in order to obtain the component. These gures are presented in Table 1 . The total amount of generated equations is the same as the number of production rules in our COBOL de nition, in our case we had 435 generated equations for each generic component. In the Component column we list the components of Section 3. The column From Scratch gives the number of equations that we needed to construct a component from scratch. The column Adapted gives the number of equations that have to be adapted or added on top of the generated equations to obtain the component. Components like mct, rth, and aei have a similar functionality in the sense that they only need to process the PROCEDURE DIVISION. If we construct a component by hand many equations are necessary to specify the location where the actual transformation should be performed. The column Tuned gives the total number of handcrafted equations necessary to obtain a component with a performance similar to a handcrafted one.
Next, we will discuss Table 2 . The numbers presented in this table represent the maximum number of equations that can be applied when executing one of the components. In the From Scratch column we can see how many equations can maximally be applied to perform the transformation. In the next column we see that many more equations are involved. The functionality of the component is the same as with the handcrafted component. Note that the handcrafted component only looks at the appropriate place and the generic one looks everywhere. By adapting a few of the generated equations this is solved. This can be seen in the last column: the sum of the used generated equations and adapted equations equals the number equations we used to construct them by hand. Let us discuss some typical gures. Since the rsp component only works on sentences, it will never traverse a whole program. So our approach does pays o in case a transformation requires the traversal of a signi cant part of the grammar. This becomes clear with the cdt component where we have to process two divisions. The handcrafted version takes more e ort whereas the generic approach takes as much e ort as a component that needs to process only one division like aei.
Implementation
This section discusses the implementation details that play a role in the generated components. We will brie y explain the Asf+Sdf Meta-Environment and the two accompanying formalisms. For more details on Asf+Sdf we refer to Asf+Sdf has already been used for the formal de nition of a variety of (programming) languages and for the speci cation of software engineering problems in diverse areas. See 5] for details on industrial applications.
Asf+Sdf speci cations can be executed by interpreting the equations as conditional rewrite rules or by compilation to C. For more information on conditional rewrite systems we refer to 18] and 16]. It is also possible to regard the Asf+Sdf speci cation as a formal speci cation and to implement the described functionality in some programming language.
The generic components that we described in Section 2 are generated Asf+Sdf modules. The modular structure of the underlying context-free grammar is clearly visible in the generated components. Each module in the contextfree grammar corresponds with a module in the generated components. Each context-free grammar rule corresponds with an equation in a generic component. We generate so-called default equations. A default equation is applied when none of the other equations was successful. So in our case as soon as there is no adaptation, the system will use the generated equations, and if we add a rule by hand, it will be used instead of the default equation. The generated equations presented in the example of Section 2.1 should have been marked as default equations, e.g., default-1] A_SERIES(...). This mechanism enables us to develop components with sophisticated functionality by only specifying a few equations.
Conclusions
We have developed a powerful generative approach to construct two types of components for software renovation factories: components to analyze code and ones to transform it. In Section 2 we explained that our approach uses a context-free grammar as input and that it generates from that grammar those generic components. We showed that switching from one dialect to another can be done easily while maximally reusing components constructed using our approach. This is an important feature since in software renovation factories one should be able to use di erent dialects in a exible way. Moreover, we have shown that our approach can be applied to large languages like COBOL: we generated components that can play a realistic role in a COBOL renovation factory. We elaborately discussed applications, both simple introductory and more advanced ones. They all served the purpose of migrating or restructuring COBOL code. The components for analyzing and transforming COBOL code were generated and then instantiated by adding and overruling a few of the generated equations. We provided a comparison of the e ort it took to construct components using generic techniques and by hand. We hope to have shown that our approach allows the rapid construction of reliable components with advanced functionality. It is our estimation that a software renovation factory is an appropriate paradigm to deal with massive amounts of legacy code, and that the generation of components for such a factory is of economic importance.
